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ABSTRACT
A code smell is a hint or the description of a symptom that something has gone wrong somewhere in your code. These are commonly occurring patterns in source code that indicate poor programming practice or code decay. The presence of code smells can have a severe impact on the quality of a program, i.e. making system more complex, less understandable and cause maintainability problem. Herein, an automated tool have been developed that can rectify code smells present in the source code written in java, C# and C++ to support quality assurance of software. Also, it computes complexity, total memory utilized/wastage, maintainability index of software. In this research paper an approach used for the design and implementation of testing tool for code smell rectification is discussed and is validated on three different projects.

Introduction
The concept of code smell was introduced Fowler and Beck as an indicator of problems within in the design or code of software by presenting an informal definition of 22 code smells. Code smells indicate that there are issues with code quality, such as understandability and changeability, which can lead to the introduction of faults [1]. A common set of design principles such as data abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity should be followed for object oriented software systems in order to assure the non-functional requirements [2][3][4]. Although developers are used to these techniques, but deadline pressure, too much focus on pure functionality or just inexperience may lead to violation of these design principle rules.

Code smells are usually not bugs—they are not technically incorrect and don't currently prevent the program from functioning. Instead, they indicate weaknesses in design that may be slowing down development or increasing the risk of bugs or failures in the future [5]. Each code smell examines a specific kind of system element (e.g. classes or methods), that can be evaluated by its inner and external characteristics. The detection of code smells manually by code inspection [1], leads to different issues which are identified by Marinescu [6] as: time-expensive, non-repeatable and non-scalable. Even more issues concerning the manual detection of design flaws were identified by Mäntylä [7][8]. He showed that as the experience a developer has with a certain software system increases, his ability to perform an objective evaluation of the system as well as his ability to detect design flaws decreases. Not necessarily all the code smells have to be removed: it depends on the system. When they have to be removed, it is better to remove them as early as possible. If we want to remove smells in the code, we have to locate and detect them; tool support for their detection is particularly useful, since many code smells can go unnoticed while programmers are working [9].

In this research paper an automated tool has been designed and in rest of the paper numbers of questions were answered, i.e. how and which kind of code smells can it identifies?, how many languages does it support?, what refactoring has been applied on the code smells identified? How it computes Maintainability Index, Memory Utilization. This tool provides range of functionalities that helps improve quality of code by rectifying various code smells.

Detection Approach
In the study reported herein, we used automatic heuristics to detect the smells. These detection strategies interpret a set of code metrics that are extracted from a specific system component by using set of threshold filter rules. The main goal of this approach is to provide engineers with a mechanism that will allow them to work with metrics on a more abstract level, which is conceptually much closer to the real intentions in using metrics. Each detection strategy is structured in three consecutive elements: 1) A set of code metrics. 2) A set of filtering rules, one rule for the interpretation of each metric result. 3) The composition of filtered result.

C-Mean Algorithm is used to partition the code smells into different clusters based on the ruleset defined. The C-Mean algorithm starts with an initial partition then it tries all possible moving or swapping of data from one group to others iteratively [10].
1. Initially a set of m objects \([O_1, O_2, \ldots , O_m]\) which must be grouped in c clusters. Each object is described by a set \(R=\{x_1,x_2,\ldots ,x_n}\) of features.
2. Iteratively scan the objects and compare the features based on the rules specified.
3. Update each cluster.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until all classes has been scanned for code smells.
The Ultimate goal of clustering is to provide users with meaningful insight from the original data, so that they can effectively solve the problems encountered. The tool developed herein, is able to detect Long method, Large Class, Long Parameter list, Duplicated code, Switch Statements, Dead code, Temporary fields, Lazy Class and comments code smell. Herein the detection strategy for long method, large class and duplicated code is discussed.

**Long Method**
No matter what the program paradigm is, long procedures, functions or methods are hard to understand [1]. The longer they are, the more parameters and variables they use, and long methods are more likely to do more than their name suggests. To detect Long method logical lines of code (LLOC), McCabe’s Cyclomatic complexity, Halstead volume and number of local variables left unused were considered.

- **LLOC** is a variant of of LOC. It shows the count of logical statements in a program, it only counts the statements which end at semi-colon. A threshold equal to 30 is taken for LLOC.
- Thomas McCabe introduced a metric in 1976 based on the control flow structure of a program [11]. This metric is known as McCabe cyclomatic complexity and it has been famous code complexity metric throughout since it was first introduced. The McCabe metric is based on measuring the linearly independent path through a program and gives cyclomatic complexity of the program which is represented by a single number. McCabe noted that a program consists of code chunks that execute according to the decision and control statements, e.g. if/else and loop statements. McCabe metric ignores the size of individual code chunks when calculating the code complexity but counts the number of decision and control statements. A threshold equal to 10 is taken.
- A suite of metrics was introduced by Maurice Howard Halstead in 1977. Halstead volume can be calculated as:
  \[
  V = N \log_2 N
  \]
  Where, \( N \) = Program length, \( \eta \) = Program vocabulary and \( V \) = program volume. Volume can be interpreted as bits, hence is the measure of storage volume required to represent the program [12]. Halstead observed that there is a relationship between code complexity and program volume. According to Halstead, code complexity increases as volume increases.

**Large Class**
Large Classes are classes with too many responsibilities [1]. They have too much data and/or too many methods. The problem behind this smell is that these classes are hard to maintain and understand because of their size. Large Class code smells often coincide with Duplicated Code or Shotgun Surgery smells.

- If LLOC is greater than 300 and has more than 5 long methods.
- If number of instance variables and methods are greater than 15 and 10 respectively.
- Weighted method count (WMC) is a count of sum of complexities of all methods in a class. A threshold of 20 is taken for a class to be large.
- Depth of Inheritance tree (DIT), it access how deep, a class is in hierarchy structure i.e., maximum inheritance path from a class to the root class. DIT greater than 6 is considered for a class to be large.
- Coupling, when one object interact with another object that is a coupling. Strong coupling is discouraged because it results in less flexible, less scalable application. A threshold of 10 is considered.

**Duplicated Code**
The same code structure in two or more places is a good sign that the code need to be refactored: if you need to change in one place, you’ll probably need to change the other one as well, but you might miss it [1][2]. Rabin karp algorithm is used to detect duplicated code. Given a text string \( t \) and a pattern string \( p \), find all occurrences of \( p \) in \( t \) [13]. The Rabin-karp string searching algorithm calculates a hash value for the pattern, and for each M-character subsequence of text to be compared. if the hash values are equal, the algorithm will do a brute force comparison between the pattern and the M-character sequence. Herein five consecutive lines were considered to find duplicated code.

**Long Parameter List**
Long parameter list means that a method takes too many parameters. Long Parameter lists are prone to change, difficult to use, and hard to understand. With objects you don’t need to pass in everything the method needs, instead you pass in enough to use, and hard to understand. With objects you don’t need to pass in everything the method needs, instead you pass in enough.

- The maximum number of parameters in these categories is three for low, five for medium, and seven for high.
- If Number of parameters of a method is greater than Average_Parameters+2 and some of which is not used, where

\[
\text{Average\_parameters}= (\sum n \text{ parameters of a method}) / M,
\]
for all method in C

\[
M=\text{number of methods in a class}.
\]

**Switch Statements**
Switch Statements also known as State Checking manifests itself as conditional statements that select an execution path based on the state of an object. Switch statements tends to cause duplication [1]. You often find similar switch statements scattered through the program in several places. If a new data value is added to the range, you have to check all the various switch statements. The presence of this smell essentially signifies a violation of the Open-Closed Principle [15] since any future modification in the actions associated with a particular state or the addition of new states will require the modification of existing code increasing the required effort and the possibility of introducing errors.

- The McCabe cyclomatic greater than 10 is considered.
- If numbers of cases are greater than 10 and two or more cases contain duplicated code.

**Refactoring**
Refactoring is the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behaviour of the code yet improves the internal structure [16]. It improves the design of the software by eliminating redundancy and reducing complexity. The resulting software is easier to understand and maintain [17]. Refactoring opportunities are locations in the source where a) there is a need for improvement regarding a quality attribute; b) a refactoring can be applied that will
reorganize the code while preserving the behaviour of the software system; and c) the application of the refactoring will indeed improve the quality attribute.

Major of the refactoring on the code is a manual process. The task of improving the code is done in three phases:
1. Identify various code smells in the code.
2. Select and apply suitable refactoring.
3. Assess the effect of refactored code i.e., whether any improvement achieved.

Results
In order to test the tool developed, the source code for three different projects namely, Banking System, Web Browser and Hotel management system in .Net (C#), .java and C++ respectively were downloaded from http://www.planet-source-code.com/. These source codes were tested for presence of different code smells so as to improve its quality further.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Banking Management System</td>
<td>C#</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Web Browser</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>2255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Hotel Management System</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of projects under consideration
The tool takes source code as input and identifies different types of code smells presents in it, computes memory utilization and maintainability index for the same. Below Fig 1 to Fig 9 shows results computed by the tool for three different projects.
The tool developed is capable of performing code analysis automatically on regular basis. It can analyse source code written in three different languages i.e., Java, C++ and .Net (C#). With the help of this developers can view quality of their code. As a result of this tool automatic measurement of source code complexity is possible to implement. Potentially fault-prone code can easily be identified which can suggest developers about the code that require refactoring. It is also possible to identify what parts of code have changed and how much they are changed. The tool built can effectively compute the memory utilization and measures maintainability index value between 0-100 that represent relative ease of maintaining the code.
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